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Abstract 
 

PHP is well known as a programming language in the 

Web 2.0 era enabling agile server-side software 

development. It has officially supported SOAP messaging 

since version 5 through a C-based built-in library. In this 

paper we perform a thorough study of the capability of 

PHP as a web service engine in both qualitative and 

quantitative aspects while comparing it with other web 

service engines implemented in Java and C.   We used 

Axis2 for this purpose as it is an open source web service 

engine whose implementation is available both in Java 

and C. We report that PHP as a web service engine 

performs competitively with Axis2 Java for web services 

involving small payloads, and greatly outperforms it for 

larger payloads by 5-17 times. As the authors expected, 

Axis2 C performs best, but the experimental results 

demonstrate that PHP performance is closer to Axis2 C 

with larger payloads. This performance difference comes 

from the fact that the SOAP engine within the PHP 

runtime is implemented in C with a monolithic 

architecture, whereas Axis2 uses a more modular 

architecture for the flexible insertation of handlers for an 

assorted set of WS-* standards, and also that Axis2 uses a 

different data binding mechanism known as ADB (Axis2 

Data binding). This paper is the first attempt to compare 

web services engines implemented in PHP, Java and C, 

and the authors believe that this boosts the development 

of SOAP-based Web services in PHP by letting people 

know its decent performance score and high productivity 

characteristics.  

 

1. Introduction 
Web service technology, especially that based on WS-*, 

plays a key role for the realization of Service Oriented 

Architecture. However, it is difficult to argue that web 

services are as widely used as assumed when the 

technology was first emerged. Potential reasons include 

the performance problem of XML processing, too many 

complicated WS-* standards, and so forth. Recent 

technologies seen in the Web 2.0 era have arisen through 

the community driven approach, where average 

programmers are playing the key role as they use it. From 

this viewpoint, one of the biggest reasons for the above 

unpopularity is the software productivity and performance 

disadvantages.  

The PHP language is widely used as a popular server 

side language [7].  A great number of open source 

software and company’s web sites use PHP since it can 

enable high software productivity. Moreover, PHP 

officially offered SOAP support in version 5. Thus, this 

support helped boost the wide spread use of web services 

based on SOAP/WS-*.  

In this paper, we describe a thorough comparative study 

of PHP and Axis2, the major open source SOAP engine 

implementation from a qualitative and quantitative 

perspective. Please note that we do not argue that PHP is 

better than other programming languages which provide 

web services support, but rather we focus on a neutral 

comparison.   

The structure of this paper is as follows. Section 2 

describes an overview of Axis2 and the SOAP extension 

in PHP. Section 3 describes the qualitative comparison in 

terms of programming model, deployment model, WS-* 

standard support, and other functionalities. Next, Section 

4 describes the quantitative comparison using a 

benchmark called StockQuote web service and WSTest, 

and in Section5, we summarize the comparison in web 

services runtime between PHP, Java, and C. We conclude 

this paper by introducing related works in Section 6, along 

with conclusions and future works in Section 7.  

 

2. Overview of Web Services Runtimes 
 

The main objective of this paper is to demonstrate how 

the PHP SOAP engine is different from web services 

engines implemented in various programming languages. 

Today there are many commercial products and open 

source software that provide a web services engine, but in 

this paper we use two engines available from the Axis2 

project, a Java-based implementation and a C-based 

implementation. As described detail later in this paper, in 

terms of software productivity and ease of deployment, 

the C-based implementation is not more straightforward 

than runtimes based on languages such as Java and PHP. 

However, we use it mainly for performance comparison to 

understand the best possible performance.  Next we will 

provide an overview of PHP and its web services runtime, 

and Axis2.  
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2.1. The PHP Web Services Runtime  
PHP has officially supported SOAP since version 5 with 

a C-based extension. SOAP engines for previous versions 

were available from PEAR (PHP Extension and 

Application Repository) implemented in PHP or PECL 

(The PHP Extension Community Library) implemented in 

C.  Sometimes PHP is stereotyped as moderately 

performing language runtime since it is interpreted.  

However, PHP can cache intermediate opcode  in  

Alternative PHP Cache  （ APC), and moreover the 

standard set of “extension” libraries is mostly 

implemented in C. These features make PHP different 

from other dynamic scripting languages such as Ruby and 

Python.  

 

2.2. Apache Axis2  
Axis2 [5] is an open source project to provide a web 

service engine as a follow-on project to Axis1.  The 

architecture of Axis2 is rebuilt from scratch to provide 

more performance-awareness and flexibility to support an 

assortment of WS-* standards. There are two 

implementations, Apache Axis2/Java written in Java, and 

Apache Axis2/C written in C. Many features distinguish 

Axis2 from Axis1 such as the support of various WS-* 

standards and asynchronous web services. Another 

notable feature of Axis2 is its REST support. When the 

REST option is enabled, a single operation returns either 

of an XML message or a SOAP envelope. This feature is 

important as it alleviates the burden of programmers who 

wish to publish their web services both in SOAP and 

REST style.  

 

3. Qualitative Comparison 
This section presents a comparative study between web 

services support provided by PHP and Axis2 from variety 

of perspectives including software architecture, the XML 

processing model, WS-* standard support, the 

programming model and deployment model for server 

providers, the support for RESTful service, and other 

functionalities.   

 

3.1. Software Architecture 
The architecture of Axis2 is based on the concept that 

the architecture should be more flexible and configurable 

in comparison to Axis version 1. Axis2 architecture has a 

modular architecture that enables the installation of 

additional functionality using modules to support an 

assortment of WS-* standards.  There are two 

implementations of this architecture, Axis2 Java which, as 

the name implies, is written in Java, and Axis2 C, which 

similarily is written in C.  Axis2 Java is usually deployed 

as a servlet in a servlet engine like Apache Tomcat. On 

the other hand, Axis2 C can be deployed as a shared 

library called mod_axis2.so in Apache HTTP server.  

Compared to Axis2, SOAP support in PHP is provided 

with a monolithic architecture, implemented as an 

extension (built-in library in PHP runtime) written in C.  

The extension is directly invoked by the core runtime 

engine in a PHP process via a defined C interface. The 

PHP language available from [11] is an interpreter 

capable of caching intermediary code (APC cache), 

whereas Java has a Just-in-time compiler. The two main 

methods to link a PHP runtime with an HTTP server are 

the shared library approach in mod_php and the FastCGI 

server approach. With the mod_php, a PHP runtime runs 

inside an HTTP server process. With FastCGI, multiple 

PHP processes can be spawned off as separate external 

processes and communicate with an HTTP server via a 

well-defined FastCGI protocol.  

In terms of automatic memory management, PHP uses 

reference counting whereas Java uses garbage collection. 

So the runtime performance of PHP already includes the 

cost of memory management, but a tragic consequence of 

garbage collection in Java is that you can not predict when 

it will take place.  

 

3.2. XML Parser and Processing Model 
It is well known that XML processing, especially 

serialization and de-serialization, is a key factor that 

affects the overall performance of a web services engine. 

The XML processing model of Axis2 is based on AXIOM 

(Axis Object Model) which provides a simple API for 

SOAP. AXIOM is based on the StAX API (Streaming 

API for XML), and Axis2 Java uses Woodstox, which is 

a JSR 173 conforming StAX parser implementation, and 

the C implementation of Axis2, Axis2 C, uses libxml2 to 

process SOAP messages. This XML parser is the same as 

the SOAP engine in PHP.  

The SOAP engine in PHP, which is implemented as a C-

based extension, uses libxml2 (libxml-2.5.4 in PHP 5.2.5) 

[11].  LibXML2 is a C library that provides a streaming 

pull-parser and a SAX-like interface as well as a DOM-

like approach, but the SOAP extension in PHP only uses a 

SAX interface rather than the streaming API.  The 

article in [8] describes the performance comparison 

between the Libxml2 XML Parser written in C and other 

XML parsers including Woodstox [10] (StAX Pull Parser 

written in Java). The results of this article demonstrate 

that the SAX-like implementation of LIBXML2 in C 

performs best in all benchmarks with various document 

sizes ranging from small sized documents (4.5KB, 

13.5KB, 50KB, 95KB) to big-sized documents (455KB, 

905KB, 4000KB). For most document sizes it provided 

one-third to twice as much throughput as other XML 

parsers.  

The processing speed of creating object models such as 

AXIOM or DOM is also reported in [10], which shows 
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that LIBXML2 is much faster than all other 

implementations.  

 

3.3. Programming Model and Deployment Model   
In this section we compare the web service engines in 

terms of software productivity such as programmability 

and ease of deployment for those who implement and 

publish their web services.  

First Axis2 Java has various features such as the ability 

to handle objects as Plain Old Java Objects (POJO) which 

allow programmers to easily develop and publish their 

web services. In contrast with Axis1, it is quite 

straightforward to implement a web service.  If a 

developer has a POJO then all required files including 

WSDL, service skeleton files, client stub files and the 

AAR (Axis2 Archive) deployable archive file are 

automatically generated with a provided ant script .  

However during the testing phase, this tool will be used 

repeatedly to periodically modify, publish, and debug the 

code.  

Axis2 C has also most of the features provided by Axis2 

Java. However it is hard for non-programmers to debug 

the web service implementation and generated code from 

WSDL, especially those who are not experienced in 

handling segmentation faults with the C debugger.  

Lastly Table 2 shows a code snippet for publishing a 

quote stock web service through SOAP support in PHP. 

The location of the WSDL file is specified in the 

argument of the SoapServer construct. In publishing, you 

can simply locate the PHP script in an appropriate web 

directory. Unlike Java, no service description file and 

compilation are required, nor is it necessary to generate 

stub code. A developer can simply register a handler 

function to a SoapServer.  Meanwhile, it is also 

straightforward to write client side code. You can simply 

obtain the result as demonstrated by the following PHP 

code fragment.  

$client = new SoapClient(‘StockQuoteService.wsdl’); 

$quote = $client->getStockQuote ($symbol); 

 

Although runtime errors are possible in PHP, since data 

is dynamically typed and not checked at compile time, 

programmers can directly edit and debug the file in an 

agile fashion without compiling.  

  

3.4. Functionalities  

WS-* Standard Support 
As described in the previous section, Axis2 is designed 

to have a flexible architecture to support an assortment of 

WS-* standards. In constrast, the standard SOAP 

extension provided by the current PHP distribution 

supports subsets of SOAP 1.1, SOAP 1.2, and WSDL 1.1 

specifications. However,  the Web Services Framework 

for PHP [16] by WSO2 ™ has started to support full set 

of WS-*.  

 

REST Support 
Axis2 supports SOAP 1.1 and SOAP 1.2, as well as the 

REST style of web services. A single service could be 

exposed both as a SOAP style as well as a REST style 

service simultaneously. PHP is considered to be the 

language to use when implementing RESTful services. It 

is quite straightforward to implement such services in 

PHP with little additional coding.  

 

Asynchrony Support  
The major contribution of JAX-WS 2.0 is to support 

asynchronous web services. The SOAP extension 

provided in the PHP implementation available in [11] 

currently does not support this feature because the PHP 

language itself does not support threading.  Possible 

alternative implementations would be similar to Java New 

I/O (NIO) introduced in Java 1.4 or to extend PHP to 

support threading.  

 

4. Quantitative Comparison 

This section describes a quantitative comparison among 

3 SOAP engines: the SOAP engine in PHP5, Axis2 Java, 

and Axis2 C.  Especially for PHP, we also compare two 

web servers, Lighttpd [9] and Apache 2.  

 

4.1. Testing Methodology  
The overall architecture on the server side follows a 

three-tier architecture comprised of a web server, a SOAP 

engine (web services engine), and the web service 

implementation itself.  We prepared 4 variations  to be 

tested shown in Table 1.  We examined numerous web 

servers and connectors available today, but we focused on 

the most popular configuration as much as possible.  

For PHP, we selected two representative HTTP servers: 

the most widely used Apache HTTP server (version 

2.0.63), and Lighttpd (1.4.19) [10] which has achieved 

wide acceptance from the community (including use for 

commercial web sites) because of its high performance. A 

connector (often called SAPI) shown in Table 1 indicates 

a method of connecting the PHP runtime with an HTTP 

server.  In Apache, we selected the mod_php approach 

where the PHP runtime and also its SOAP engine runs 

inside the same process as an Apache HTTP server. For 

Lighttpd, we selected FastCGI as a connector with which 

multiple PHP processes which run as external processes 

and communicate with an Apache HTTP server via the 

well-defined FastCGI protocol. We configured the 

number of FastCGI processes to 16.  

Next, for Axis2 Java, we used Apache Tomcat (5.5.26) 

as the servlet engine where Axis2 Java runs as a Java 

servlet. For Axis2 C, we use Apache 2.2.26 for the HTTP 
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server where Axis2 C engine runs as mod_axis2 inside the 

same process as the Apache http server.  

 

4.2. Experimental Environment  
We used IBM IntelliStation M Pro with a 3.4 GHz Xeon 

™ uniprocessor and 3GB RAM running Fedora Core 7 

(Linux Kernel 2.6.21) as the server. Tomcat was 

configured to use the IBM Java Virtual Machine: J9 VM 

1.5.0 Build 2.3. We used an IBM IntelliStation M Pro 

with a 2.4 GHz Xeon ™ dual-core processor and 1GB 

RAM running Fedora Core 7 as the client. The server and 

client are connected via a Gigabit Ethernet with a 0.14 

millisecond network latency. Apache Bench 2.0.40 was 

used for to measure the throughput. Apache Bench was 

configured to use 100 concurrent connections and the 

HTTP keep-alive option was set on.  

 
Server 

Configuration 

Label 

HTTP 

Server   

Connector SOAP 

Engine 

Web 

Services 

Axis2 Java Tomcat 

5.5.26 

(Java)  

None 

(thread)  

Axis2 

Java 1.3 

(Java) 

Java 

Axis2 C Apache 

2.2.8 (C)  

mod_axis2  Axis2 C 

1.3.0 (C) 

C 

PHP+Lighttpd Lighttpd  

1.4.19 (C) 

FastCGI PHP5 

5.2.5 (C) 

PHP 

PHP+Apache Apache 

2.0.63 

mod_php PHP5 

5.2.5 (C)  

PHP 

Table 1 Server configuration for target SOAP engines  

4.3. Comparing Web Servers without SOAP 

Engines 
In this experiment, to consider the performance 

characteristics of each web server without SOAP engine, 

we performed two experiments. We compared the web 

server performance when serving a static HTML file that 

includes the same SOAP message used by stock quote 

web services as described in the next section. The result is 

shown in Figure 1. Lighttpd performs the best since 

Lighttpd is designed to provide optimal performance 

when serving static files by, for example, using sendfile 

system call to avoid redundant copying between user and 

kernel space. Apache 2.2 performs about 7% better than 

Apache 2.0  and about 70% better than Tomcat 5.5 .  

Figure 2 demonstrates the performance comparison of 

running a dynamic web application in each configuration 

without a SOAP engine. This experiment is intended to 

show the initial overhead for each configuration without a 

SOAP engine. The web application used in this 

experiment consumes the same request message as the 

Stock Quote web service used in the next section from the 

Apache Bench client via an HTTP POST method, and 

then returns the same response message as the web service. 

The dynamic web application for each runtime 

configuration is written so it can be served in a web 

container, such as JSP script for Tomcat and PHP script 

for Lighttpd and Apache.  

 Comparison as static web content4364 12471689774180 2000 4000 6000 8000 10000 12000 14000Tomcat LighttpdApache 2.0Apache 2.2 Throughput (# of requests per second)
 

Figure 1 Comparison as static web server  Comparison by dynamic web content without SOAP engine0 500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000 3500 4000 4500Tomcat + Axis2 JavaLighttpd + PHP5Apache2.0 + PHP5 Throughput (# of requests per second)
 

Figure 2 Comparison of dynamic web server without SOAP engine 

4.4. Comparison with Stock Quote Example 
We conduct a performance comparison between the 

SOAP engines shown in Table 1, namly Axis2 Java, 

Axis2 C, PHP+Lighttpd, and PHP+Apache, with a 

relatively simple web service. The web service used for 

our experiment is a stock quote service that returns the 

latest quote of a stock specified in the request SOAP 

message. The request message is 277 bytes long and 

contains a single element that represents the queried 

symbol name. The response is 649 bytes long and contains 

not only the latest stock price but also other attributes 

such as last trade information.  

Given the WSDL file for a stock quote service, a service 

skeleton for each SOAP engine is generated for Axis2. 

Since PHP currently does not include a WSDL generation 

mechanism, we implemented it from scratch. Table 2 

shows all the code for PHP-based web service, and Table 

3 shows the code snippet for Java-based web service and 

many other codes generated from WSDL exist.  

The results are illustrated in Figure 3. The left y-axis 

indicates a throughput which corresponds to the number 

of requests processed in one second calculated by Apache 

Bench. The right y-axis shows the performance 

improvement ratio for each SOAP engine against Axis2 

Java.   As shown in the graph, PHP+Lighttpd performance 

is 86% of Axis2 Java, PHP+Apache performance is 97% 

of Axis2 Java, and Axis2 C outperforms Axis2 Java by 

25%.   

Since the performance of a SOAP engine is mostly 

determined by the cost of serialization and de-serialization, 

and also since this type of web service does not spend that 

much time on these operations, this result clearly shows 

that the performance difference comes from other 
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processing.  The key difference between the first and the 

second PHP experiments is whether or not the PHP 

runtime invokes the SOAP engine extension written in C. 

This result demonstrates the mix of Apache 2.0 and PHP5 

is less efficient than the mix of Lighttpd and PHP5. In the 

Lighttpd configuration, 16 PHP processes run as separate 

process, whereas in the Apache configuration, the PHP 

engine is embedded in hundreds of HTTP processes.  

 StockQuote Web Service: Performance Comparison among SOAP engines1877 1613 1831 2196
05001000150020002500

Axis2 Java PHP+Lighttpd PHP+Apache Axis2 CThroughput (# of reque
sts per second) 00.20.40.60.811.21.4

Speedup Ratio against A
xis2 Java

 

Figure 3 Performance Comparison with StockQuote web service 

4.5. Comparison with WSTest 
 

In the next experiment, we use WSTest [13], a 

benchmark suite for SOAP processing. We use the 

echoStruct scenario in WSTest to echo SOAP messages 

containing an array of structured elements. 

4.5.1 Overall Results   

Figure 4 shows the performance result of an experiment 

where the number of structures varies from 1 to 10. The 

left-hand y-axis indicates the throughput calculated by the 

same logic as the stock quote example, and the right-hand 

y-axis indicates the performance speedup ratio compared 

with Axis2 Java. As shown in the graph, Apache+PHP 

outperforms Axis2 Java between 1.87 and 5.97 times, and 

PHP+Lighttpd outperforms it by between 1.65 and 5.23 

times.  Axis2 C also shows a significant performance 

improvement of 2.29 to 6.99 times. This demonstrates that 

the PHP SOAP engine is competitive with Axis2 C as well.  

 Figure 5 shows the result of longer echoStruct messages 

with Axis2 Java and PHP and two different HTTP servers: 

Lighttpd and Apache. As seen in the shorter message 

example, the PHP+Apache case is slightly better than 

PHP+lighttpd. However, both cases outperform Axis2 

Java by 5.8 to 17 times.  

 Figure 6 shows the same graph as Figure 5 along with 

Axis2 C. Axis2 C obtained the expected high score, but 

with  large messages of from 80 to 100 structures, there 

are cases where PHP+Apache outperforms Axis2 C.  

4.5.2. Profiling  

To better understand the performance characteristics, we 

conducted profiling for each SOAP engine in the 10 

structure message echoStruct scenario. The CPU 

breakdown in Figure 9 shows that with PHP+Lighttpd  

84% of CPU is spent in the PHP engine and only 13 % is 

consumed by the HTTP server. To further investigate the 

CPU usage within the PHP process, Figure 10 shows that 

XML processing consumed 12% of the CPU., and the C 

library consumed 21% of the CPU. A further breakdown 

of functions within the c library shows that many of the 

functions are related to memory management. Figure 

11shows the CPU breakdown of PHP+Apache. Since 

mod_php PHP engine runs inside Apache HTTP server 

process, this graph includes both components. Figure 12 

shows the CPU breakdown of Axis2C, and Figure 13 that 

of Axis2 Java. As shown in Figure 13, garbage collection 

accounts for 22% of CPU usage. Since PHP memory 

management uses reference counting, this memory 

management cost is included with the runtime engine CPU 

usage.  

 

4.5.3. Memory Footprint 

In addition to the total throughput, we also need to 

consider memory usage. The memory footprint of PHP in 

the PHP+Lighttpd case is proportional to the number of 

PHP processes which are spawned. One PHP process 

consumes approximately 5.5 MB, and 16 processes 

consume around 90.4 MB. On the other hand, in the Axis2 

Java case, all components including the web server, SOAP 

engine, and web service implementation, run in a single 

process with multiple threads, which consumes 62.1 MB. 

The virtue of using FastCGI allows PHP processes to be 

spawned on different nodes by communicating with the 

http server via FastCGI protocol, but if we use only a 

single node, Axis2 Java can be more memory-efficient.  

 

05001000150020002500
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10# of structsThroughput (# of requests p

er second) 01234
5678 Speedup ratio over Axis2 Ja

va
Axis2 Java PHP+Lighttpd PHP+ApacheAxis2 C PHP+Lighttpd/Java PHP+Apache/JavaAxis2C/Java  

Figure 4 Comparison with short messages in echoStruct  
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0200400600800100012001400
10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100# of structs contained in SOAP messageThroughput (# of requests p

er second) 024681012141618
Speedup ratio against Axis2
 Java

Axis2 Java PHP+Lighttpd PHP+ApachePHP+Lighttpd/Axis2 Java PHP+Apache/Axis2 Java  

Figure 5 Comparison with long messages in echoStruct  

02004006008001000120014001600
10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100# of structs contained in SOAP messageThroughput (# of requests p

er second) 024681012141618
Speedup Ratio over Axis2 J
ava

Axis2 Java PHP+Lighttpd PHP+ApacheAxis2 C PHP+Lighttpd/Java PHP+Apache/JavaC/Java  

Figure 6 Comparison including Axis2C Throughput over variable number of threads
0100200300400500600700

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10# of threads (pow(2,x)Throughput (# of requests pe
r second) PHP SOAP (# of structs = 10)PHP SOAP (# of structs = 50) Axis2 (# of structs=10) Axis2(# of structs=50)

 

Figure 7 Throughput over variable number of threads 

WSTest echoList: Axis2 vs PHP SOAP
0200400600800100012001400

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10# of list nodesThroughput (# of requests pe
r second)

01234
5678 Performance Ratio (PHP SO

AP / Axis2) Axis2PHP SOAPPHP/Axis2
 

Figure 8 Performance Comparison by echoList  84.5824 13.1556 2.2620% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%1 php lighttpd others
 

Figure 9     CPU breakdown by each component in PHP+Lighttpd 

50%28%
21% 1%0%0%0% 0%0% php-cgilibc-2.6.solibxml2.so.2.6.29e1000libpthread-2.6.soaic79xxuhci_hcdld-2.6.soext3

 

Figure 10 CPU breakdown of echoStruct (10) for PHP+Lighttpd  

46%
21%12%10% 6% 2% 2%1% libphp5.solibc-2.6.solibxml2.so.2.6.22httpdlibapr-0.so.0.9.5libaprutil-0.so.0.9.5e1000ext3

 

Figure 11 CPU breakdown of echoStruct(10) for PHP+Apache  
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21%
19%14%11%7%6%5% 3%3%2%2%1%1%1%0%0%0%0%0%0%2% libc-2.6.solibxml2.so.2.6.29libaxis2_axiom.so.0libaxutil.so.0httpdlibaxis2_engine.so.0libapr-1.so.0.2.8libaxis2_parser.so.0mod_axis2.soe1000libaprutil-1.so.0.2.8libTestService.solibpcre.so.0.0.1libpthread-2.6.sojbdext3mod_log_config.soaic79xxmod_logio.solibaxis2_http_sender.so.0.2.0others

 

Figure 12 CPU Breakdown of echoStruct(10) for Apache 2.2 + 

Axis2C 27%
22%9%8%7%6%5% 4% 3% 2%2% 2%1%1%1%0% ThreadGCJITanon (1)anon (2)Java VManon (3)anon (4)Class Libraryanon (5)anon (6)anon (7)libj9ute23.solibc-2.6.soe1000libpthread-2.6.

 

Figure 13 CPU Breakdown of echoStruct(10) for Tomcat 5.5 + 

Axis2 Java 

5. Discussion  
 

In this section, we will summarize the overall 

comparison based on our qualitative and quantitative test 

results described in the previous sections, and also our 

experience when conducting these experiments.  

.  

PHP vs. Java 

One of the main reasons the good performance seen with 

the PHP web services stack comes from the use of the 

fastest xml parser, libxml2, which is written in C.   

Regarding interfacing with C modules,  PHP's extension 

API is designed for high efficiency (but not for robustness 

or portability), while the Java Native Interface (J NI) is 

designed for robustness and portability rather than for 

efficiency.  If we used libxml in the Java WS stack, it 

would cause a significant overhead due to frequent 

expensive call-ins from C to Java.  Please also note that 

the xml parser written in java is slower than in C because 

of Java's inefficient handling of strings and of disallowing 

(potentially type-unsafe) pointer arithmetic.   However, 

for more system stability and productivity for some expert 

programmer, Java is surely in a good position.  

 

PHP vs. C  

  The performance of the stock quote web service 

experiment demonstrates that Axis2 C performs well in 

comparison to other SOAP engines. Axis2 C is 

implemented in C, but this performance score might be 

expected but since Axis2 is designed to be highly modular. 

It is not well known whether Axis2 C still outperforms the 

PHP SOAP engine, which has been designed around with 

a monolithic approach and is also written in C.  However, 

from the point of view of productivity, programmability, 

ease of deployment, and debuggability, it is well behind 

the other engines. Especially in terms of ease of 

debugging, it is not straightforward to debug web services 

written for Axis2 C, as the relationship between resulting 

core dumps from segmentation faults and the original web 

service definitions is not obvious.  

 

PHP as a SOAP engine 

Considering the recent trend of popular programming 

languages, PHP  fulfills  the fundamental language 

requirements of productivity and performance. Even 

though Java can meet these requirements, since PHP is 

used in a variety of web applications and SOAP and WS-* 

has not yet been successful used in the public space (with 

the exception of certain robust enterprise applications), we 

claim that that PHP is  in a good position.  

 

6. Related Work 
 

Ceccet, et al. compared EJB, Java Servlet, and PHP 

[2][15]. They also reported that the PHP language 

performs the best. However the experiments conducted in 

the paper use traditional web application workloads  such 

as TPC-W for benchmarking e-commerce applications. 

Hence this performance result is not applicable to the 

performance comparison of web service engines that 

requires a significant amount of XML processing.  

As described in Section 3.2, articles such as [8] reported 

on the performance comparison of various XML parsers 

but they only focus on the XML processing so it does not 

include performance comparison for end-to-end scenarios.  

Many IT vendors provide high performance web service 

engines such as IBM WebSphere™ Application Server, 

along with performance benchmark reports. Our paper 

focuses on the performance implication of different 

programming languages.  

Several efforts [4][17] have worked on the performance 

optimization of XML processing especially focusing on 

the optimization of Java-based web service engines.  
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7. Conclusions and Future Work 
 

This paper describes the comparison of web services 

engines implemented in PHP with those implemented in 

Java and C. Given different architecture and different 

programming language, the experimental results show that 

PHP is reasonably high performing compared to Java and 

C-based implementations while providing users with high 

software productivity. Our contribution will provide 

average programmers with more awareness that PHP is a 

viable option for publishing SOAP/WS-* based web 

services in addition to the currently popular REST-style 

web services.  

Several topics can be further explored. First we can 

extend a variety of web services such as other scenarios in 

WSTest or more real-world scenarios that also involve 

business logic and database access. Moreover, we can 

explore a wider variety of server configurations. In this 

paper we only use Axis2 Java and its default data binding, 

ADB, but other web service implementations in Java 

could differ from the reported result in this paper. We can 

also compare different dynamic scripting languages such 

as Ruby and Python.  

Additionally, rather than focusing on SOAP-based 

services for web services, in future work, we could 

explore performance in terms of RESTful services. XML 

or JSON is used as a data format after accessing web 

services via the HTTP Get operation, but we can compare 

PHP and Axis2 since PHP is popular for RESTful web 

services today, whereas Axis2 is not really used that way 

even though Axis2 provides both RESTful and SOAP 

functionality for same web service implementation 

without extra programming effort.  
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2002 <?php function getStock($symbol) {   $stock = new Stock();   $lastTrade = new LastTrade(); $lastTrade->price = 100.0;   $lastTrade->date  = 1165997291;   $change = new Change();   $change->dollar = 98.00000;   $change->percent = 10.0000;   $stock->lastTrade = $lastTrade;   $stock->change = $change;   $stock->symbol = "IBM";  $stock->volume = 1000;   return $stock; } $server = new SoapServer("StockQuoteService.wsdl"); $server->addFunction("getStockQuote"); $server->handle(); ?> 
Table 2 PHP Script for StockQuote Web Service public GetStockQuoteResponse getStockQuote(GetStockQuote getStockQuote0) {         String symbol = getStockQuote0.getSymbol();         GetStockQuoteResponse response = new GetStockQuoteResponse();         Quote quote = new Quote();         quote.setSymbol("IBM");         quote.setVolume(new BigInteger("1000"));         LastTradeType lastTrade = new LastTradeType();         lastTrade.setPrice((float)100.0);         lastTrade.setDate(1165997291);         quote.setLastTrade(lastTrade);         ChangeType changeType = new ChangeType();         changeType.setDollar((float)98.00000);         changeType.setPercent((float)10.0000);         quote.setChange(changeType);         response.setReturnQuote(quote);         return response;     } 
Table 3  Java code for Stock Quote web service 
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